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Higher Education

Income Inequality

 Sorting of students across colleges based on ...
– Ability
– Parental income

Mean Par. Inc. by Coll.

 Sorting of financial resources across colleges
 Role of tuition fees (and governments policies)
 Sorting into colleges in turn shapes
– Inequality at the next generation
– Intergenerational mobility
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How does higher education contribute to income inequality and
intergenerational mobility?
I

Build a tractable GE framework with
– Dynasties of households transmit human capital and choose college
– Colleges choose students and educational expenditures
– A government

I

Use the model to run counterfactuals
– Develop intuitions using analytical solutions about linkages between
– Sorting of heterogeneous stud. across heterogeneous coll.
– Income inequality
– Intergenerational mobility

– Quantification based on micro-data in the U.S.
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Preview of Findings

Findings 1: Higher ed. increases income inequality and intergenerational
persistence, partially mitigated by gov. interventions.
Findings 2: Increase in returns to education
– rationalizes increase in tuition and dispersion of expend./students
across colleges Data
– worsens misallocation of students
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Sorting across colleges
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Adulthood Human Capital

h: human capital

y: parental income

q: college quality

z̄: average student ability

ξb : birth shock

z: child ability

I : expenditure per student
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Technology: A college delivers a quality to its students
q = I ω1 (z̄)

ω2

Production Func. of Quality

with two inputs
pI I = Eφ(.) [e(q, z, y )]

Educational Services/Budget Constraint

ln z̄ = Eφ(.) [ln(z)]

Average Student Ability

Objective: Taking tuition schedule e(q, z, y ) and pI as given, college
chooses
 density φ(z, y ) = composition of student body
 educational services I

to solve
More

maxI ,z̄,φ(.) q

Positioning
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The Model (closed-form)
Equilibrium: Tuition Schedule, Sorting Rule and
Law of Motion

Tuition Schedule and Sorting Rule

Competitive Eq. exists and unique in class of log-normal eq.

Details
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Tuition Schedule and Sorting Rule

Proposition
In equilibrium, the tuition schedule is given by
1

e(q, z) = pI ,t q ω1 z

ω

− ω2

1

and the sorting rule by
q = Kt y ω1 z ω2
with C , K aggregate variables.

Epple

HH

K
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Rationalizing Trends in Higher
Education

Comparative Static: Increase in Returns to Human Capital, ↑ λ

Proposition
Assume the economy starts from a steady-state at t = 0. Consider a
weakly increasing sequence {λt }+∞
.
0
a) The Gini coefficient of human capital and income increase.
b) The Gini coefficient of colleges’ (log) expenditures per student and
quality increase.
c) The average expenditure for college as a share of income increases.
d) The ratio of variance of (log) income within a college over variance
of (log) income in economy decreases.
e) The intergenerational elasticity increases.
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 Restore P-PAM by abilities of students with mix of need-based aid
and subsidies to colleges

ω1 (1 − τn∗ )(1 − τu∗ ) = ω3

 Use merit-based aid, τ

m,

to allocate educational resources

2. Shall gov. replicate first-best sorting of students & resources? In
general no!

 Decrease labor supply and investment in higher education
 Use higher education as an intergenerational insurance +

redistributional mechanism (alleviate distorsions from non-linear
income tax)
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Future
 Donations and endowments income
 Implications for research
 Are endogenous policy responses by gov. and coll. stabilizing ?
– Progressive fin. aid by colleges may increase inequality
– ”College for All” might too if not redistributive enough
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